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A: It all depends on what you are doing and what you want to accomplish. Getting a CNC machine is a rather expensive investment. You get a machine that is pretty well supported and built to handle different materials. You can also buy robots built to run around with your work piece and automatically cut it to the exact dimensions that you
programmed, or you can buy a programmable router that can travel across a table and cut your work piece to the exact dimensions you specified. It comes down to your application or your requirements. Do you need the maximum amount of precision, or are you just doing some basic cuts? If you need the precision I would recommend the machine
that has a separate head, so you can make two cuts at once (multiple heads). For example a 3040 with dual arms. If you are doing a small amount of work I would recommend purchasing a hand held router. It is capable of cutting with a 0.5" kerf, or you can add a low speed spindle with a 0.25" kerf. It is a huge investment, but if you really need to

make a product then it is what is required. Q: what does > operator does in shell script? This is script: for ((c=0; $c /home/r/Desktop/outfile done It's the part: >/home/r/Desktop/outfile I cannot find where does this > /home/r/Desktop/outfile and I cannot understand what this mean. Is this some kind of a shell program? A: This does not do anything
in particular. It is a command for a shell, which will do something with the contents of a file called outfile, which you will have to create first. If you want to write a shell file, the one way to do it is to use echo $c >/home/r/Desktop/outfile, and that
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